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San Francisco is moving to keep laboratory workers from being laid off. The city labor board has ordered the city to maintain the same level of lab workers as it did last year. This move is expected to benefit the city's public health and safety, as the labs play a crucial role in researching and testing new treatments and vaccines.

Secretary of Labor W. Still will visit the city this week to discuss the issue with city officials. He is expected to meet with San Francisco Labor Council and Mayor Beatty's personnel division, which will discuss the impact of the layoffs on the city's workforce.

W. Willet Wirtz

Secretary of Labor W. Willet Wirtz will be the main speaker next Thursday evening as the San Francisco Labor Council holds its big get-together of all the organized labor in the city to raise funds for a new labor union.

Wirtz's acceptance of the keynote position was an indication that he expects labor unionism to remain alive in the city and that it will be strong enough to overcome the difficulties of the moment.

The LABOR movement unites all workers and represents the workers in the political effort to win the rights of the working class. It is the labor movement that will be the key to the solution of the problem of labor in the city.

The LABOR movement is working to organize workers in all trades and industries and is working to win for workers the right to organize and bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing. It is working to win for workers the right to a living wage and a fair day's work for a fair day's pay.

The LABOR movement is also working to win for workers the right to a safe and healthy workplace. It is working to win for workers the right to a just and democratic society.

The LABOR movement is working to win for workers the right to be heard and to be treated with respect. It is working to win for workers the right to be free from exploitation and discrimination.

The LABOR movement is working to win for workers the right to be free from fear and to be free from want. It is working to win for workers the right to be free from oppression and to be free from poverty.

The LABOR movement is working to win for workers the right to be free from discrimination and to be free from prejudice. It is working to win for workers the right to be free from hatred and to be free from fear.
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Now hear this:

Nowadays entertainment costs you less because your PG&E rates have gone down

Nearly everything has gone up in price these days—except your PG&E rates. They have gone down lately. As a matter of fact, the typical PG&E household customer pays less today than 30 years ago for the same amount of gas and electricity. But count the things around your home that gas and electricity are doing for you and your family today. You are using 3 times as much as they did 30 years ago. So naturally, though the unit price is lower, your bill is bigger. Any way you look at it, you live better for less because PG&E service is a bigger bargain than ever. PG&E/}

Look what you and Wells Fargo can do!

It's downright incredible how quickly a Wells Fargo Bank Home Improvement Loan can give a face-lift to an aging house. Or put a swimming pool where a yard used to be. Or put in a new kitchen. Or an extra bath. If something needs doing in your house—yes and Wells Fargo can do it.

WELLS FARGO BANK
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